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How Diskeeper 2008
Defragments
Transparently
and Automatically
Defragmentation software has long been a standard tool
for enterprise servers. Now, an increasingly mobile workforce is demanding top performance and reliability from
systems on the go. Diskeeper® 2008 software provides
transparent, automatic disk defragmentation designed
to boost productivity across the entire system spectrum,
from the smallest laptop to the largest server.

By Howard Butler
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help reverse this performance degradation.
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before it begins processing. This proactive
(rather than reactive) approach helps
ensure that Diskeeper never preempts
users or services and enables it to run
imperceptibly in the background.
InvisiTasking is essentially a resource
delegation framework that allows the OS
to operate at high efficiency. It is designed
to achieve comprehensive compatibility by
allowing applications and services to operate under an additional layer of resource
allocation.

When

operating

in

the

InvisiTasking framework, even I/O-intensive
processes can achieve transparency.

Figure 1. Diskeeper 2008 with InvisiTasking monitors system resources to enable transparent defragmentation

Transparent, automatic
defragmentation
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beyond low-priority I/O throttling because

QUICK LINK
Diskeeper trialware and
fragmentation analysis tools:
www.diskeeper.com
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